[An introduction to fast and ultrafast sequences in magnetic resonance].
The main limitations of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are due to the long acquisition time needed for data sampling. Fast and ultrafast sequences, thanks to progress in hardware and software technology, allow the acquisition times to be dramatically reduced. Such improvements will definitely increase MR capabilities and make MRI a fast and dynamic technique no longer depending on patients' cooperation and limited by patients' conditions--e.g., trauma, pediatric, or claustrophobic patients--or even by the anatomic features of the region of interest. The latest experimental studies are aimed at increasing the clinical applications and the perspectives of clinical MRI and at such ambitious goals as MR-fluoroscopy, interventional MRI, total body examination in less than one minute and functional MRI. In this paper the technical principles and the main indications of this new kind of sequences are reported, with a special emphasis on Gradient-Echo (GE), Turbo Spin-Echo (turbo SE) or Fast Spin-Echo (fast SE), Turbo FLASH and Echo Planar (EP) sequence. A smaller flip angle (FA) and the substitution of the 180 degrees RF pulse with a gradient reversal are the main differences of GE from SE sequences. From GE sequences, several fast sequences are derived, such as angiographic and turbo FLASH sequences. The latter, thanks to 180 degrees preinversion RF pulse, using idoneous inversion times (IT), provide flexible contrast. Turbo SE sequences, which are directly derived from conventional SE sequence, allow the acquisition time to be markedly shortened, by acquiring several Fourier lines of K-space for each TR. The repetition of several 180 degrees pulses following the excitatory 90 degrees RF pulse does the trick through the creation of multiple echoes for a single TR. EP sequences are the fastest ones currently available: with them, an image can be acquired in 30-100 ms. However, the limited availability of the relative hardware and the need of both quality implementation and the definition of clinical indications are major obstacles to the widespread use of these sequences. The SE T2-weighted sequence, the main responsible for the long examination time, will be replaced soon. Further implementation of these sequences will make MRI a fast, flexible and adaptable method to any exam and patient disability.